Performance and Reporting

Deloitte’s extensive industry-specific experience with SAP solutions means we can help improve information accuracy, enhance insights, and create a single source of the truth for your sustainability performance and reporting needs. From sourcing data to operating integrated solutions, we provide end-to-end capabilities and toolsets that help align activities with SDGs, automate reporting, and respond to stakeholder needs.

We can help you...

• Design and implement an ESG reporting and steering model tailored to your business needs and sustainability goals
• Develop ESG targets and metrics, including integration to existing data sources
• Define, manage, and maintain ESG information and data sources, including taxonomies
• Design, implement, and operate SAP-based solutions, through end-to-end business and technology advisory capabilities

SAP solutions in focus

• SAP Sustainability Control Tower
• SAP Data Warehouse Cloud
• SAP Analytics Cloud
• SAP Profitability and Performance Management
**Why Deloitte?**

**Depth.** Sustainable goals and research requirements have been an important part of the global landscape for the last 15 years, and our multidisciplinary approach can help embed all aspects of sustainability into your ESG journey, from strategic decision-making to reporting.

**Breadth.** Industry-leading expertise through Deloitte’s complementary risk advisory, legal, tax, and audit services, as well as Deloitte’s network of global product compliance specialists; a worldwide corps of tax professionals who understand the differing requirements in each region, to help organizations remain compliant.

**Full-service capabilities.** End-to-end solutions and services across the “advise, implement, operate.” spectrum—from concept design to SAP technology implementation to innovation and operations.

**Specialized tools and solutions.** A growing portfolio of offerings focused on ESG needs and industry-specific requirements—for example:

- Deloitte SDG Impact Management, for sustainability and financial performance
- Prebuilt content and dashboards, to help accelerate and support sustainability transformation

---

**Potential benefits**

- Make sustainability reporting more integrated, reliable, and automated
- Increase transparency for sustainability-related activities across the enterprise
- Leverage established frameworks for voluntary disclosures and regulatory reporting
- Tightly connect your ESG strategy to your core business operations, using intelligent SAP technologies and data-driven insights
- Reduce the cost of compliance

To learn more, visit deloitte.com/SAP or contact us at SAP@deloitte.com.
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